SUNA Volunteer Leadership Opportunities

SUNA needs you!

Do you have talents and skills that you could share with our outstanding organization? Are you fantastic at organizing? Are you creative? Do you sit in the audience at conferences and think of ways in which things could be better? Great!

Here are a few areas in which you might serve.

Candidate for one of SUNA’s Board of Director positions- serve 1-2 years or more.

Clinical Resources reviewer or creator – less than 6-month time commitment

A Task Force member – usually less than or equal to one year of time.

Serve on a Committee- usually less than or equal to one year of time.

Technology assistance-update Facebook or Website- commitment of one year.

Other- Have a special talent or skill you feel we could use? _______________________

You will be mentored by others who have served before you for these positions.

Please fill out the form below to let us know of your interests so when a role becomes available, we can match you with an opportunity. Thanks!

Name (include credentials):___________________________________

Home address: ___________________________________________ Phone:______________________

Email: ____________________________________________________

Employer: ______________________________ Position:_______________

Work phone:____________________________________________________________________

Number of years in SUNA: _____ Years in Nursing: _____ Years in Urology: ________________

Areas of Urologic Practice: ☐Clinical ☐Education ☐Administrative ☐Research ☐Other___________

Urologic subspecialty: ____________________________________________

Education: ☐Diploma ☐AD ☐Bachelors ☐Masters ☐Doctorate ☐Other _____________________

Certification: ☐CURN ☐CUA ☐CUPA ☐CUNP ☐Other______________________________

Are you an: ☐LVN/LPN ☐RN ☐Med Tech/MA ☐APN/CNS/NP ☐OT/PT ☐PA ☐Other___________
List any previous office, committee, or other work with SUNA (local or national) or other organizations (include dates):
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In two or three sentences, state why you are interested in being appointed to a SUNA position:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please mark the positions on the next page you would be interested in.

**Select the activities you would be interested in:** (many job descriptions are available on the SUNA website in the online SUNA Policy and Procedures manual)

- **Committee or task force** - A personal interest in the committee’s central issues, a positive and enthusiastic attitude, and a willingness to communicate and work with others are helpful for working on these groups. Examples of committees/task forces:
  - uroLogic Conference Planning
  - Nomination Committee
  - Research Task Force
  - SUNA Foundation
  - CBUNA (Certification Board for SUNA)

- **Special Interest Group (SIG) Leader** - Lead colleagues with similar professional interests to share ideas on ways to improve practice, etc. SIGs have the opportunity to develop/work on projects or products specific to the sub specialty they represent. Leaders also respond to practice questions submitted by colleagues via the website that fall within a specific area of expertise.

- **Clinical Guidelines/Patient Fact Sheets** – Content experts work in groups or as individuals to update or create new guidelines or fact sheets. Topics of interest to you: ________________________________________________

- **Urologic Nursing Journal** – Content experts needed for peer review of manuscripts; editorial board members needed to work with authors; feature column writers; and research/manuscript authors.

- **Conference Speaker** – Content experts/dynamic speakers needed for local/national meetings. Topics: ________________________________________________

- **Local Chapter leaders** – Chapter members plan educational events, community service, and health fairs.

- **Urogram editor** - Editor, associate editor, and consultants develop our quarterly newsletter.

- **Foundation trustee** – Plan fundraising activities; award scholarship funds and research grants.

- **Conference photographer** – Photographers needed at urologic Conference and Advanced uroLogic Conference.

- **Run for National Office** - Candidates may run for Secretary, Treasurer, President Elect, or Directors-at-Large; all part of SUNA Board of Directors. Board members represent SUNA members and make decisions to achieve the goals of the association. This includes helping the association grow and provide products and
services that meet the needs of all members. Candidates running for a position will have learned about the association by having served in other roles within the organization.